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introducing... SMARTABASE 

Fitness test results
Game results and player statistics
Player schedules
Medical and Injury data
Training schedules

Monitoring and overtraining measurements
Yearly Periodisation Plans
Personal bests
Normative data and relative performance
Administrative information

key benefits 
Like all FUSION SPORT products SMARTABASE is built on a  proven technology, yet it is designed for simple and effective everyday 
use. SMARTABASE will significantly enhance the way you organise and use your athlete information -

Store, summarise and report all of your athlete data – all in one place, online or offline
Customise your own system – from a simple to use builder site
Set your own permissions and access for all groups and individuals
Use powerful data summary and investigation tools, such as the acclaimed Performance Summary Dashboard
Explore the boundaries of relationships within your data with full data mining capabilities
Easily integrate  with any databases, MS Excel and other technologies, including the Fusion Sport SMARTSPEED system
Ensure your budget goes further - make the most of lower setup cost than other custom solutions, streamlined set-up time and 
no ongoing customisation fees

customised to your needs 
SMARTABASE can essentially capture any type of information via direct entry, import or upload from your current devices like heart 
rate and GPS monitors. Some examples of the data types and reports possible include - 

Coaches, scientists and educators in all sports worldwide share one common issue -  how to 
effectively store and track their athlete data to have accurate, meaningful and practical 
information that can then be used to effectively optimise athletic performance.

Example: OSICS Injury Form

For more information, or to arrange a no obligation demonstration, contact your local distirbutor or email smartabase@fusionsport.com

Seven years in the making, FUSION SPORT now completes its solutions for teams, institutes, universities, schools and talent 
identification programs. SMARTABASE allows you to bring together all of your technologies and data in one easy to use system. A 
solution that saves you countless amounts of time and effort, and enables you to produce powerful reports to make accurate 
judgements about your athletes. SMARTABASE will put your finger on the pulse, and keep it there.

Choose from a variety of packages to suit your specific budget and needs. Like many other products from the FUSION range, 
SMARTABASE is truly LIMITED ONLY BY YOUR IMAGINATION.

SMARTABASE is the complete solution to all of your athlete information management needs.
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Example: The Performance Summary Dashboard

Colour coded against your
performance standards/criteria

Accurate one page “snap shot” 
of your team’s status

HIghlights improvement
and areas for attention


